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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Summary

This report has been prepared for Watercare to provide an assessment of effects
on archaeological and historic heritage values of the proposed Northern
Interceptor Phase 1 alignment. This report does not include an assessment of
effects on Maori cultural values.
The assessment included a review of relevant historic heritage databases (the
New Zealand Archaeological Association ArchSite database, the Auckland
Council Cultural Heritage Inventory, District Plans and Proposed Auckland
Unitary Plan schedules and the Heritage New Zealand Heritage List. Previous
archaeological reports relevant to the project area were consulted, as were early
survey plans held at Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) and historic aerial
photographs. Visual inspections of the proposed alignment were undertaken on
23 December 2013 and 24-28 November 2014.
Multiple archaeological and historic heritage sites have previously been
recorded within c.100m of the proposed alignment; however, the proposed
works will have no effects on these sites. No archaeological or historic
heritage sites were identified within the alignment of the proposed Northern
Interceptor Phase 1 works as a result of the survey and assessment, but it is
possible that unidentified subsurface remains may be present in coastal areas at
Wainoni Park, North Shore Memorial Park and Rahui Reserve.

Recommendations



The detailed development plans should take account of the locations of the
recorded archaeological sites, and ensure that they are avoided.



The recorded midden site R10/1187 in the vicinity of proposed earthworks
in Wainoni Park should be temporarily marked out or fenced off prior to
the start of earthworks to protect it from accidental damage from heavy
machinery.



If any of the recorded sites cannot be avoided, an Authority must be applied
for under Section 44(a) of the HNZPTA and granted by Heritage NZ prior
to the start of any works that will affect them. (Note that this is a legal
requirement).
Continued on next page
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, CONTINUED
Recommendations,
continued

Clough & Associates Ltd.



Because it is possible that subsurface archaeological remains may be
exposed during development, an Authority should be applied for under
Section 44(a) of the HNZPTA as a precaution prior to the start of
earthworks.
This would establish appropriate procedures for the
management of any archaeological remains discovered, reducing the
potential for delays during the development process.



Earthworks at Rahui Reserve, Wainoni Park North and the southern end of
works at the North Shore Memorial Park should be monitored by an
archaeologist to establish whether any unrecorded subsurface
archaeological remains are present.



In the event of koiwi tangata (human remains) being uncovered, work
should cease immediately in the vicinity of the remains and tangata
whenua, the Heritage NZ, NZ Police and Council should be contacted so
that appropriate arrangements can be made.



Since archaeological survey cannot always detect sites of traditional
significance to Maori, such as wahi tapu, the tangata whenua should be
consulted regarding the possible existence of such sites along the length of
the proposed alignment.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Definition

AEE

Assessment of Effects on the Environment

ArchSite

New Zealand Archaeological Associations Site Record Database

CHI

Auckland Council’s Cultural Heritage Inventory

CMA

Coastal Marine Area

Council

Auckland Council

HDD

Horizontal Directional Drill

HNZPTA

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014

NI

Northern Interceptor

North Shore City Council
District Plan

Auckland Council District Plan (North Shore City Section)

NZAA

New Zealand Archaeological Association

PAUP

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (Notified 30 September 2013)

RMA

Resource Management Act 1991

SH18

State Highway 18

Watercare

Watercare Services Limited

WWTP

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Waitakere City District
Plan (Operative 2003)

Auckland Council District Plan (Waitakere Section)
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INTRODUCTION
Project
Background

Watercare Services Limited (‘Watercare’) is proposing to build new
wastewater pipelines and associated infrastructure to convey wastewater from
north-western parts of Auckland to the Rosedale Treatment Plant (‘WWTP) in
Albany (Figure 1). This project is known as the ‘Northern Interceptor’.
Construction of the Northern Interceptor is intended to be staged, with the
timing of various stages depending on the rate of population growth.
Clough & Associates has been commissioned by Watercare to assess the
potential archaeological and historic heritage effects related to the construction,
operation and maintenance of the proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1
(Figure 1).
The proposed work requires various resource consents under the Resource
Management Act 1991 (‘RMA’). This technical report provides specialist
input for the Northern Interceptor Phase 1 – Assessment of Effects on the
Environment report (‘the AEE’) prepared by MWH New Zealand Limited,
which supports the resource consent application. This report also identifies any
requirements under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
(‘HNZPTA’). Recommendations are made in accordance with statutory
requirements.
This report provides the following:


A brief overview of the proposed works;



A description of the methodology employed in preparing the report;



An overview of the historic background of the project area;



An overview of the archaeological background of the project area;



Results of field survey;



An assessment of the actual or potential effects on the archaeological and
historic heritage environment through the proposed construction, having
reference to the statutory framework. This includes the identification of
activities that could result in adverse effects and, in turn, identifying design
refinements or construction methodologies that could avoid, remedy or
mitigate such effects;



Recommended mitigation and management measures.
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Proposed
Works

The proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1 will transfer existing flows from
the Hobsonville Pump Station to the Rosedale WWTP. The proposed route is
from the existing Hobsonville Pump Station, under the Upper Harbour
Highway, along the northern side of the motorway causeway, and then under
the Upper Waitemata Harbour, through Greenhithe and then the commercial
area of Rosedale (Figure 1).
Key elements of the project include:
 Upgrading of the existing Hobsonville Pump Station;
 Installation of a pipe under SH18;
 Installation of pipelines in a widened section of the existing motorway
causeway;
 Installation of dual pipelines across the Upper Waitemata Harbour to
Greenhithe via marine trenching or horizontal directional drilling (‘HDD’);
 Installation of pipelines under Lucas Creek via HDD;
 Construction of a pipe bridge between Witton Place and North Shore Golf
Course and across streams at Wainoni Park;
 Trenched construction for pipeline installation in roads, open space and
other land; and
 Associated infrastructure including chambers, minor above ground
structures, scour valves, connections to existing infrastructure and air
treatment facilities.
With the exception noted below, the proposed works are described in detail in
the main AEE. Key drawings showing the proposed works and construction
methodology are copied in Appendix A of this report. The works described in
the main AEE and shown on the appended drawings are assessed in this report.
Watercare is proposing some widening along the existing Upper Harbour
Highway causeway near Hobsonville to provide for proposed water and
wastewater infrastructure, including a section of the Northern Interceptor Phase
1 pipeline. That work forms part of Watercare’s proposed Greenhithe Bridge
Watermain Duplication and Causeway project. That project is part of a
separate resource consent package and is described in a report entitled
Greenhithe Bridge Watermain Duplication and Causeway – Assessment of
Effects on the Environment, prepared by URS New Zealand.
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Methodology

The New Zealand Archaeological Association’s (‘NZAA’) site record database
(ArchSite), Auckland Council’s Cultural Heritage Inventory (‘CHI’), Auckland
Council District Plans – Operative North Shore Section 2002 and Operative
Waitakere Section 2003 Plan and Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (‘PAUP’)
schedules and the Heritage New Zealand (‘Heritage NZ’) New Zealand
Heritage List were searched to determine whether any archaeological sites had
been recorded on or in the immediate vicinity of the proposed Phase 1
alignment. Literature and archaeological reports relevant to the area were
consulted (see Bibliography). Early plans held at Land Information New
Zealand (LINZ) and historic aerials were checked for information relating to
past land use within the project area.
Visual inspections of the proposed alignment were conducted on 23 December
2013 and 24-28 November 2014. Fiona McKenzie, representing the Ngati
Manuhiri Settlement Trust, was present during the survey of Wainoni Park and
the North Shore Memorial Park areas of the alignment. The ground surface was
examined for evidence of former occupation (in the form of shell midden,
depressions, terracing or other unusual formations within the landscape, or
indications of 19th century European settlement remains). Exposed and
disturbed soils were examined where encountered for evidence of earlier
modification, and an understanding of the local stratigraphy. Subsurface
testing with a probe and spade was carried out where possible to determine
whether buried archaeological deposits could be identified or establish the
nature of possible archaeological features. Particular attention was paid to the
spur crests and creek banks (topographical features where archaeological sites
are often found to be located). Sites were photographed and GPS readings
taken. Field sketches were made as required and site record forms written or
updated.
The assessment of effects on archaeological values took into account the potential
for effects on any archaeological remains of pre-1900 date and any significant
post-1900 archaeological remains up to the mid-20th century.
Continued on next page
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Figure 1. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 Scheme Plan. Source: Watercare and MWH 2015
Continued on next page
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Pre-European
Settlement1

The Hobsonville and Greenhithe areas, and other locations along the creeks
and inlets of the inner reaches of the Waitemata Harbour, were occupied by
Maori for generations before the arrival of Europeans, evidence of which
survives in the form of recorded place names, oral traditions and archaeological
sites (although many have been destroyed by 19th and 20th century
development and natural processes).
Through time a number of iwi have had influence over the region. Of
particular significance were Waiohua, Te Kawerau and Ngati Whatua and the
many hapu related to these groups (Clough & Tanner 2004). However, other
hapu from outside the region also maintained rights to fish in the waters of the
Waitemata through the summer months, and sites in the area may relate to any
of these groups.
The records that survive indicate that settlement focused on the upper reaches
of the harbour around Hellyers and Lucas Creeks, particularly at the entrance to
these creeks. Te Wharemoenanu was a small settlement on a small peninsula
on the southern side of the entrance to Lucas Creek (Okahukura). On the
northern side at the entrance to Hellyers was the settlement at Tauhinu pa (also
known as NZAA site R11/285). There were numerous occupation sites along
the entire foreshore as well as settlements bordering on Lucas Creek, stretching
as far upstream as the township of Albany. These continued along branches of
the estuary – for example, there was a settlement known as Te Karaka near the
head of the Te Wharau Creek and another located on Awaiti, an arm of Te
Wharau Creek.
These settlements were occupied permanently, with
fluctuations in use associated with seasonal gathering by groups coming from
the larger Tamaki isthmus region.
The Okahukura (Lucas Creek), reaching out from the Waitemata, and the
Okura river on the east coast, like many rivers and estuaries on the isthmus,
were of considerable significance as communication routes. In combination
with inland route ways such as the Oteha Valley and the continuous ridgeway
of Lonely Track Road, these rivers would have provided easy access to coast
and harbour. The importance of these waterways to Maori is attested by the
presence of pa such as Dacre Point (R10/291) at the head of the Okura, and
Tauhinu, which commanded the entrance to the upper harbour near Oruamo or
Hellyers Creek, and the many shell midden and other sites recorded along the
river and stream banks.
Continued on next page

1

Adapted from Clough 1995; Shakles et al. 2011 and Judge 2014)
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Early
European
Settlement2

The Greenhithe and Albany areas, of which the study area is a part, were first
acquired from Maori for early European settlement through Crown purchases
during the mid-1840s. From 1853 the land was further divided through Crown
Grants under the provisions of the Waste Lands Act 1853 (King 1984).
The settlement at Greenhithe was initially very sparse due to its isolation and
lack of access via roadways. The first known permanent settler was George
Deane, who purchased 69 acres in 1858, and a few other settlers acquired land
after this. In 1865 Mary Forgham purchased land from the Revd Thomas
Hamer, and the land was named ‘Fern Bank’, which was the first European
name given to the area (Dunmore 2001). A later landowner, Henry James
Blyth, named the land Greenhithe after a small village on the banks of the river
Thames in England. This became the official name of the area as accepted by
the Post Office in 1884. However, the whole peninsula was still known by two
names – Lucas Creek and Greenhithe are listed on the 1891 census (Dunmore
2001).
From its establishment in 1840, Auckland provided a growing demand for
timber which was easily extracted from the bush adjacent to the harbour and
transported down the estuaries within both the Greenhithe and Albany areas.
The accessibility of the general area via the estuary is reflected in its European
history and archaeology, with Lucas Creek becoming the centre of one of the
very early timber industries in Auckland, as it was one of the early sources
exploited for kauri. Both the Okahukura and Okura waterways were the scene
of considerable industry, with barges plying their waters throughout the latter
part of the 19th century (Rickard 1984).
It is generally remarked that the timber industry greatly increased the
environmental degradation of the area (King 1984; Scriven 1981). The gum
diggers also moved in directly after the first wave of government land
purchases and established small camps across Greenhithe and Albany. Two
main camps are recorded: (1) Cut Hill situated at the head of Hellyers Creek
just inside the northeast border of Greenhithe; and (2) Schnappers Rock Camp.
Gum extraction required deep diggings to get easy access to the gum, with
burn-offs further contributing to the degradation of forests and soils.
Continued on next page

2

Adapted from Clough 1995; Shakles et al. 2011 and Judge 2014.
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Early
European
Settlement,
continued

After the ephemeral industries of gum and timber extraction more permanent
settlers moved into the area. The early farmers remained bound to the
estuaries, dependent on them for transport and supplies, and encountered very
poor quality leached soils, resulting in many abandoning their land in disgust.
Some horticulture was established, but purely at the subsistence level until the
late 19th century, when commercial fruit growing was established. Henry
James Blyth was shipping apples, peaches, plums, pears and lemons to the
Auckland market by 1887 (Dunmore 2001).
In 1866 a passenger ferry service was established by Jeremiah Casey, with
jetties at Greenhithe and Albany, and it is possible that there were other
stopping points along the estuary. By the late 1800s the volume of sea traffic
around the Upper Harbour made the privately owned jetties that were
previously utilised unsuitable and the Harbour Board was approached to see if
a new public wharf could be built. The new wharf was constructed in 1900 at
what is now the Rahui Road Reserve at the end of Traffic Road, Greenhithe.
The wharf was 156m long x 1.8m wide with steps and a wooden shed (4 x 4m)
located on the end for goods and passengers and a freight crane (Figure 2).
Rail lines were later added to trolley goods to and from the boats to the
foreshore. Produce and freight would be winched down to the steep bank at
what is now Traffic Road to be carted across the wharf. In 1910, to cope with
the increase in fruit loads, a cargo shed was built next to the waiting room on
the wharf. In 1939, the goods and waiting shed was damaged by a gale and
was replaced that same year by a new waiting shed (3 x 2.4m) (King 1984).
The population of Greenhithe stood at around 40 at the turn of the century. By
1906 development was taking place over much of Greenhithe due to years of
scrub and bush clearance, along with the construction of new roads allowing
subdivisions to be developed. This led to higher settlement numbers over the
ensuing early 20th century, with the population reaching 134 by 1926
(Dunmore 2001).
By the 1950s, with the ongoing development of roading, patronage of the
Greenhithe wharf had fallen off considerably and the structure began to fall
into disrepair. In 1958 the Auckland Harbour Board resolved to demolish the
wharf, finally undertaking the demolition in 1960 (King 1984).
The Hobsonville peninsula located in the upper reaches of the Waitemata
Harbour, is bordered by the Waiarohia Inlet in the north and Limeburners Bay
in the south. In 1853, the Waipareira block was purchased from Ngati Whatua
by the Crown and the peninsula was divided into four large land blocks which
were sold to settlers in the 1850s (Macready & Clough 2008; Dawson 2007).
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Early
European
Settlement,
continued

The Hobsonville land block which includes the project area was sold to the
Rev. D. Bruce in 1855 (block 12 of Waipareira, 375 acres). Bruce sold some
of his land to the Waitemata City Council for road access to a wharf in 1883.
There is no record of Bruce’s use or occupation of his land, and in 1891 he
subdivided it into a number of lots (Figure 11, below). About 100 acres on the
northwestern side of the block, west of the wharf road, were acquired by the
Westbourne Estate. The land appears to have remained undeveloped farmland
throughout the 19th century and early 20th, with further subdivision by the
Westbourne Estate not planned until 1913. (Macready & Clough 2008).
The early development of Hobsonville from the 1860s until the late 1920s was
dominated by the pottery industry centered on Limeburners Bay and Scott
Point on the southern side of the Hobsonville peninsula (Clough et al. 2008;
Clough & Associates 2010). By the early 20th century, however, the
Hobsonville area was also known for the commercial growing of grass seed
and oats were successfully cultivated, although after World War I most of the
farmland was converted to pasture for stock grazing (Dawson 2007: 15-17).

Figure 2. Photograph taken by Henry Winkelmann in 1912 looking south-east showing Greenhithe and
Greenhithe wharf (centre right). Source: Auckland Libraries, Sir George Grey Special Collections 1-W992
Continued on next page
Clough & Associates Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Early
European
Settlement,
continued

In the late 1920s the heavy clay industry at Hobsonville came to an end, but
fortunately for the local economy the Hobsonville peninsula was chosen by
New Zealand’s fledgling air force to become an airbase for both land and sea
planes. Work began on the development of the airbase in 1927 and it was not
until 2002 that the base finally closed, surplus to Defence requirements
(Dawson 2007; Macready & Clough 2008). The former airbase land is now
under development as a Special Housing Area.
The Greenhithe (Upper Harbour) Bridge connecting Hobsonville and
Greenhithe was constructed in the 1970s. In 2006 a duplicate bridge was
constructed abutting the original bridge on its northern side to allow for
increased traffic demands (Fletcher Construction Company Ltd 2015).

Information
from Early
Plans/Aerials

An undated survey plan likely dating to the late 1800s (OLC 110) shows the
Greenhithe area as being subdivided into large farm blocks (Figure 3). A
further plan dating to 1882 shows the area north of Te Wharau Stream, also
subdivided into large farm blocks on the shores of Lucas Creek (Figure 4).
The plan shows that all the flat land had been cleared by this stage, and the
only remaining bush cover is shown along the creek banks and within stream
gullies.
A survey plan (DP 4875) undertaken in 1909 for Misters Widdison and
Churchouse of the area now known as Wainoni Park shows the existence of
what appear to be a farmhouse and outbuildings as well as a garden, orchard
and fowl run (Figure 5). Comparison of this plan with the 1963 aerial shows
that the farmhouse still remained on site at that time. The aerial also shows
extensive evidence of ploughing over the site (Figure 6).
An aerial photograph dating to 1959 shows the extensive earthworks being
undertaken at Rosedale for the establishment of the wastewater treatment
plant. Much of the remainder of the area remains in large farm/orchard
blocks, although residential areas are evident focused around the shores of the
Upper Harbour and Lucas Creek (Figure 7).
A later aerial dating to 1963 shows the expanse of farm and orchard blocks
(Figure 8). The aerial also shows the preliminary earthworks being
undertaken for the establishment of the North Shore Golf Club (Figure 9). By
1996, the area has been heavily developed. Extensive areas of earthworks are
shown within the present day industrial/commercial area to the east of Albany
Highway and within Rosedale Park (Figure 10).
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Information
from Early
Plans/Aerials,
continued

At the Hobsonville end of the project area, an 1891 plan (DP 961) shows the
subdivision of the Rev. D Bruce’s large land block into farmlet-sized lots
(Figure 11). A 1913 plan for an intensive subdivision on the northwestern side
of the peninsula (DP 8956) does not appear to have eventuated, and most of
this land subsequently became part of the Hobsonville airbase. A 1959 aerial
shows the airbase at that stage, prior to the construction of the Greenhithe
Bridge in the 1970s (Figure 12).

Figure 3. OLC 110 (n.d.) showing Greenhithe at southern part of project area. Source: Quickmaps 2014
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 4. Detail of SO2474 (1882) showing the northern part of the project area with Te Wharau Stream near
bottom, North Shore Memorial Park (Lot 23 & 152) and North Shore Golf Club (western part of Lot 25).
Source: Quickmaps 2014
Continued on next page
Clough & Associates Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED
Figure 5. Detail
of Plan DP 4875
(1909) showing
buildings,
gardens and fowl
run at northern
end of Wainoni
Park (circled).
Source: LINZ
2014

Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 6. 1963 aerial showing old farm house (marked with arrow) within what is now Wainoni Park; the area
around all shows signs of extensive ploughing. Aerial source: Google Earth 2014
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 7. Showing partial coverage of 1959 aerial photographs. Note the beginning of earthworks for the
Rosedale Treatment Plant in the upper right-hand corner. Hobsonville airbase is shown on the lower left hand
corner. Source: Auckland Council GIS 2014

Figure 8. 1963 aerial showing Greenhithe, Albany and Rosedale areas. Note that much of the land remains in
open farmland/orchard blocks. Source: Google Earth 2014
Continued on next page
Clough & Associates Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 9. 1963 aerial showing earthworks being undertaken for the formation of North Shore Golf Club.
Aerial source: Google 2014

Figure 10. 1996 aerial of the project area within Albany and Rosedale, showing extensive earthworks being
undertaken along the eastern side of Albany Highway (shown in black) and within Rosedale Park (towards the
upper right-hand corner). Source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
Clough & Associates Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 11. Subdivision of Rev. Bruce’s Hobsonville peninsula land in 1891 (DP 961). Wharf indicated by
arrow
Continued on next page
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INTRODUCTION, CONTINUED

Figure 12. 1959 aerial showing Hobsonville airbase land. Source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Physical
Environment

The proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment is located within the
generally heavily developed areas of Hobsonville, Greenhithe, Albany and
Rosedale. The Hobsonville area has been substantially modified through the
residential development of the peninsula, including the SH18. Greenhithe is
characterised by intensive residential housing with large areas of open space,
including Wainoni Park which is located on the southern bank of Te Wharau
Creek. The park remains undeveloped and is currently utilised as a pony club.
The Greenhithe area lies at a moderate elevation above sea level with areas of
high elevation along the southern side of the headland (outside the proposed
area of works).
The Albany area is characterised by intensive residential subdivision, an
extensive industrial/commercial sector and large open spaces – including
North Shore Memorial Park and the North Shore Golf Club which are located
along the eastern shores of Lucas Creek.
The Rosedale area is surrounded by industrial and commercial developments.
The area is centered on Rosedale Park. This is the location of the Rosedale
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Previous
Archaeological
Work

A number of archaeological assessments have previously been undertaken at
various points along the proposed Phase 1 Northern Interceptor alignment.
These comprise an extensive coastal survey of the Lucas Creek area
undertaken by Auckland Regional Council (Brassey 2010) as well as broad
scale structure plan assessments (Clough 1995; Clough & Prince 1999),
assessments for infrastructure development (Foster 1998 and 2001) and
various assessments for subdivision, residential and commercial development
(Bioresearches 1995; Clough & Macready 2008, 2009, 2012, 2013; Macready
& Clough 2008; Clough & Prince 1997; Clough & Prince 2001; Foster 1997;
Judge 2013, 2013b and 2014; Mosen 1995; Shakles et al. 2011; Sides et al.
1997). The aerial and table shown below give further details as to the
assessments known to have been undertaken at the time of writing this report
(Figure 13; Table 1).
The assessments all indicate a dominance of sites related to pre-European
Maori occupation of the area. These sites are located primarily along the
coastal edges of navigable waterways, with very few sites recorded inland.
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

14

15

16
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13
2
17

11
18
19

1
3

12

4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10

Figure 13. Aerial showing known coverage of archaeological surveys (shown in green) undertaken within the
general vicinity of the proposed alignment (approximate alignment shown in red). Numbers correspond to the
table below. Source: Auckland Council CHI and Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED
Table 1.
Archaeological
assessments
undertaken
within the
general vicinity
of the project
area. Source:
Auckland
Council CHI
2014

Map
ID

Title

Author

Date

1

An Archaeological Survey of the Proposed CDL Land NZ
Ltd Subdivision, Orwell Road, Greenhithe

Mosen

1995

2

Schnapper Rock Road Property: Terrestrial Ecological and
Archaeological Characteristics

Bioresearches

2000

3

Auckland Regional Council Coastal Survey

Brassey

2010

4

Hobsonville Airbase Precinct One - Stage 1: Archaeological
Assessment

Clough &
Macready

2008

5

Hobsonville Landing: AEE (Archaeology)

Clough &
Macready

2009

6

Sunderland/Hudson Precinct, Hobsonville Point: AEE
(Archaeology)

Clough &
Macready

2012

7

Catalina Precinct, Hobsonville: Archaeological Assessment

Clough &
Macready

2013

8

181 Bush Road, Albany: Archaeological Survey for
Resource Consent Application

Clough & Prince

1997

9

Waiarohia Structure Plan Area: Archaeological Assessment

Clough & Prince

1999

10

Hobsonville Access and Docking Facility: Preliminary
Archaeological Assessment

Clough & Prince

2001

11

Archaeological Investigation of Future Development Areas,
North Shore City: Survey and Assessment of Albany and
Greenhithe Structure Plan Areas.

Clough

1995

12

Upper Harbour Corridor, Greenhithe Deviation:
Archaeological Assessment

Foster

2001

13

Proposed School Sites, Albany: Archaeological Assessment

Foster

1997

14

Power NZ - Proposed Albany to Wairau Road Overhead
Transmission Line: Archaeological Assessment

Foster

1998

15

Proposed Subdivision - Laurel Oak Drive, Schnapper Rock,
Albany, Auckland

Judge

2013

16

284 Schnapper Rock Road, Albany: Archaeological
Assessment

Judge

2013

17

55 Schnapper Rock Road and 52 Kyle Road, Schnapper
Rock, Albany: Archaeological Assessment

Judge

2014

18

162 Kyle Road, Greenhithe: Archaeological Assessment

Shakles, Phear &
Clough

2011

19

Te Wharau Creek Subdivision, Ryder and Kitto Blocks,
Greenhithe

Sides, Mosen,
Don & Gardner

1997

Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED
Recorded
Historic
Heritage Sites

There are currently seven archaeological and seven historic heritage sites
recorded within c.100m of the proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1
alignment (Figure 14 – Figure 19; Table 2).
The recorded archaeological sites comprise coastal shell midden deposits
related to pre-European Maori settlement of the area. The midden site
recorded as R10/818 (Figure 16) may possibly be the settlement referred to in
Maori traditional history as being located at Awaiti on an arm of the Te
Wharau Creek, originally recorded by Clough in 1995 as a settlement area
extending over a large part of the small promontory. Visible archaeological
remains comprised extensive deposits of shell midden and a dark modified soil
(Clough 1995:15).
The site recorded as R10/816 in the NZAA records (Figure 17) is described
completely differently within the Auckland Council CHI records, and it is
unknown whether this site should be accurately recorded within Wainoni Park
or within the North Shore Memorial Park property.
The seven recorded historic heritage sites comprise existing residential,
religious and civic buildings (CHI 3507, 12928, 12936, 19647 and 19648), the
remnants of Greenhithe wharf located at the end of Traffic Road (CHI 191 –
see Figure 15) and a railway sleeper located within the CMA close to the end
of Traffic Road (CHI 17744 – Figure 15).
Continued on next page
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Table 2. Archaeological and historic heritage sites recorded within c.100m of the proposed Northern
Interceptor Phase 1 alignment. Source: Auckland Council CHI and ArchSite 2014
CHI
No.

NZAA
Site No.

Site Type

Name

Location

191

Wharf Site
(Greenhithe
Wharf)

Greenhithe
wharf

Traffic Road,
Greenhithe

3507

Building Dwelling

‘Love Cottage’
Evans House

Monterey Park,
Hobsonville

District/Regional
Plan Name

PAUP: within
Historic Heritage
Overlay for Duke
House ref. 130

NZTM
Easting

NZTM
Northing

1748699

5928484

1747781

5927300

1747952

5927283

1749632

5930597

1749797

5930060

5955

R11/495

Shell
midden

Hobsonville

11170

R10/817

Midden

North Shore
Memorial Cemetery

11171

R10/818

Midden/
Settlement

Te Karaka?

12928

Building Educational

Old Greenhithe
School Building
| Greenhithe
School Building
(former)

Greenhithe Road,
Greenhithe

N S District Plan,
Operative 2002
(Cat A, Map
17:5). PAUP
Historic Heritage
Building (Appen
9:842)

1749173

5928771

12936

Building Dwelling

Collins House
(former)

20-24 Greenhithe
Road, Greenhithe

NS District Plan,
Operative 2002
(Cat B, Map
17:18). PAUP
Historic Heritage
Building (Appen
9:852

1749135

5928860

PAUP Site of
Value to Mana
Whenua ID1978

R10/816

Midden

Possibly Waioni
Reserve – records
differ

17730

R10/1181

Midden

North Shore
Memorial Cemetery

PAUP Site of
Value to Mana
Whenua ID3211

1749656

5930568

17731

R10/1182

Midden

North Shore
Memorial Cemetery

PAUP Site of
Value to Mana
Whenua ID3212

1749606

5930579

17736

R10/1187

Midden

Te Wharau Reserve,
Te Wharau Creek

PAUP Site of
Value to Mana
Whenua ID3217

1749618

5930049

17744

Railway
Sleeper

Traffic Road,
Greenhithe

1748647

5928392

19647

Building Church

St Michael and
All Angels
Anglican
Church

12 Greenhithe
Road, Greenhithe

1749078

5928748

19648

Building Tauhinu Sea
Scouts Den

Tauhinu Sea
Scouts Den

R17 Rahui Road,
Greenhithe

1748710

5928481

NS District Plan,
Operative 2002
(Cat B, Map
17:504)
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

Figure 14. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment (overlaid in red) at Hobsonville, showing distribution of
recorded archaeological and historic heritage sites within the general vicinity. Note: site locations are only
accurate to within c.100m. Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

Figure 15. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment (overlaid in red) at Greenhithe, showing distribution of
recorded archaeological and historic heritage sites within the general vicinity. Note: site locations are only
accurate to within c.100m. Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

Figure 16. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment (overlaid in red) at Wainoni Park, showing distribution of
recorded archaeological and historic heritage sites within the general vicinity. Note: site locations are only
accurate to within c.100m. Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

Figure 17. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment (overlaid in red) at North Shore Memorial Park and North
Shore Golf Club, showing distribution of recorded archaeological and historic heritage sites within the general
vicinity. Note: site locations are only accurate to within c.100m. Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED

Figure 18. Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment (overlaid in red) at Albany and Rosedale, showing no
recorded archaeological and historic heritage sites within the general vicinity. Note: site locations are only
accurate to within c.100m. Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND, CONTINUED
Figure 19.
ArchSite map
showing
distribution of
recorded
archaeological
sites along the
banks of Te
Wharau Creek.
Note: site
locations are only
accurate to
within c.100m.
Source: NZAA
ArchSite 2014
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FIELD SURVEY
Hobsonville
Pump Station,
SH18
Crossing to
Upper
Waitemata
Harbour
Crossing

The Hobsonville end of the proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment
follows from the connection within the existing Hobsonville pump station
(Figure 20), crossing SH18 via micro tunneling, then travels down the northern
side of the Upper Harbour Highway (via open cut trenching) and continues
along the northern side of the Upper Waitemata Harbour crossing (Greenhithe
Bridge). The area was found to have been extensively and significantly
modified through the development of SH18 and construction and later
modification of the Upper Waitemata Harbour crossing (Figure 21). Exposed
soils were noted across the survey area and showed exposed yellow clay with
no or very minimal topsoil evident (Figure 22).
Previously recorded shell midden site R11/495 was not located. The area
within which it was originally recorded has been completely modified through
the construction of the bridge/motorway and pedestrian/cycleway as well as the
motorway fence and rock wall revetment (Figure 23). The site has probably
been destroyed since original recording. Historic house site CHI 3507 is
located c.90m north of the proposed alignment within the PAUP historic
heritage overlay for Duke House (PAUP Appendix 9: ID 130) and will not be
affected (Figure 24).
No archaeological or historic heritage remains were identified within the
Hobsonville section of the Phase 1 alignment.

Figure 20.
Hobsonville
Pump Station

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 21.
Looking over the
western
approach to the
Upper
Waitemata
Harbour crossing
(Hobsonville
side)

Figure 22.
Modified
landscape and
exposed soils
evident along the
northern side of
the SH18
(Hobsonville
side)
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 23.
Recorded
location of
midden site
R11/495

Figure 24. PAUP
Historic Heritage
overlay showing
extent of place
for Duke House
(Appendix 9:130)
including ‘Love
Cottage’ (purple
hatching) in
relation to the
proposed
alignment (red).
Aerial source:
PAUP GIS 2014
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Rahui Reserve
and Traffic
Road,
Greenhithe

From Hobsonville to Greenhithe, the proposed pipe alignment crosses the
harbour in a north-easterly direction, meeting with the foreshore at the end of
Rahui Road, Greenhithe. The Upper Waitemata Harbour crossing section of
the crossing is not included within the scope of this project. The pipeline is
proposed to be directionally drilled beneath the foreshore at Rahui Reserve,
then open cut through the reserve. This will involve the removal of the toilet
block within the Reserve and subsequent construction of a new toilet block.
The works will also involve the leveling of ground on the northern side of
Rahui Road to accommodate machinery and the excavation of two entry pits
within the Reserve (Figure 25).
The alignment then continues up the paper road section of Traffic Road, along
the formed section of Traffic Road to connect with Tauhinu Road and
Greenhithe Road. An HDD pit and line valves will be excavated within the
foreshore reserve at the end of Rahui Road (see Appendix A; Figure 25).
Two sites are currently recorded within the Auckland Council CHI as being
located within the coastal reserve (Figure 25). The sites comprise the Sea
Scouts building (CHI 19648) and a remnant wharf site (CHI 191).
The sea scout hall is still in use, located to the north of the proposed area of
works (Figure 26). The remnant piles of the wharf are located beneath the
cantilevered section of the sea scout building, within the CMA. Neither of the
sites will be affected as a result of the proposed works.
Minor subsurface testing within the reserve identified a 24cm deep mixed
grey/brown soil overlying a yellow clay subsoil (Figure 27, Figure 28).
Testing along the unformed section of Traffic Road identified a modified
mixed clay soil to a depth of c.18cm (Figure 29, Figure 30).
No archaeological or historic heritage remains were identified within the area
of proposed works at Rahui Reserve and Traffic Road.
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Sea Scout Hall (CHI 19648)

Wharf piles (CHI 191)

Figure 25. Aerial shows proposed alignment and excavation areas, in relation to the recorded Sea Scout Hall
(CHI 19648) and remnant wharf piles (CHI 191). Test pit locations are marked with stars. Aerial source:
Watercare and MWH 2015

Figure 26.
Looking north
towards Sea
Scout Hall and
remnant wharf

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 27.
Looking northwest over
proposed area of
works (in
foreground),
showing toilet
block to be
removed on far
right and sea
scout hall in
background
centre

Figure 28. Result
of test pit in
Rahui Reserve

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 29.
Looking down
the unformed
section of Traffic
Road towards the
foreshore

Figure 30. Result
of test pit within
the unformed
section of Traffic
Road

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Greenhithe
Road to South
Wainoni Park

The proposed alignment then continues from the end of Traffic Road and
Tauhinu Road along Greenhithe Road to South Wainoni Park. The works
along this section are proposed to be open cut along the existing sealed road.
There are currently three historic heritage sites recorded within the Auckland
Council CHI along Greenhithe Road (Figure 31). The sites comprise the ‘Old
Greenhithe School’ building located within Collins Park, between 13 and 15
Greenhithe Road (Figure 32); Collins House located at 20 Greenhithe Road
(Figure 33) and St Michael and All Angels Anglican Church located at 12
Greenhithe Road (Figure 34). Both the old school building and Collins House
are scheduled as Category B Significant Historic Heritage Places within the
PAUP (Appendix 9: 842 and 852). The site extents are illustrated in Figure 31.
These historic heritage sites will not be affected as a result of the proposed
works, nor were any other archaeological or historic heritage sites identified
within the proposed Greenhithe Road works area as a result of the current
assessment.

CHI 12936

CHI 12928
CHI 19647

Figure 31. Aerial showing proposed alignment (marked in red), in relation to sites recorded within the
Auckland Council CHI (note: CHI sites 12936 and 12938 also include scheduled site extents (purple hatching).
Aerial source: Auckland Council GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 32.
Former
Greenhithe
School (CHI
12938) as seen
from Greenhithe
Road

Figure 33. Clark
House (CHI
12936) as visible
from Greenhithe
Road
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 34. St
Michael and All
Angels Church
(CHI 19647) as
seen from
Greenhithe Road

Wainoni Park

The proposed alignment runs north from Greenhithe Road through the eastern
side of Wainoni Park (Figure 35). The park is currently utilised as a Pony Club
and, as such, access was limited in some paddocks. The alignment is proposed
to be open cut through the park with an HDD pit and line valves to be installed
at the northern edge of the park and an access road will be formed from
Churchill Road (Figure 35 and Figure 37). The alignment will then be
directionally drilled beneath Te Wharau Creek to surface again inside the North
Shore Golf Club property.
Identified archaeological sites within Wainoni Park are focused around the
northern edge that is bounded by Te Wharau Creek. The sites comprise shell
midden deposits related to pre-European Maori settlement of the Creek, located
around the coastal edge. Sites located within close proximity are R10/1187 and
R10/1188 (Figure 35). Site R10/1187 is recognised as being a Site and Place
of Value to Mana Whenua within the PAUP (Appendix 4: 3217; Figure 36)
R10/1187 comprises patches of shell midden evident eroding and slumping
from the foreshore bank onto the mudflats over a distance of c.30m. Sections
of the midden remain relatively intact, but they do not appear to extend into the
bank for more than 0.5m. The midden comprises predominantly cockle, with
charcoal and bunt stone also identified (Figure 38, Figure 39).
R10/1188 comprises a very small patch of shell midden (less than 1m²) which
is visible beneath a mature Norfolk Pine tree. Only cockle was identified.
Visual survey and probing did not identify any further remains (Figure 40).
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Wainoni Park, Also noted around the foreshore area were four discrete patches of mixed
continued
historic and modern rubbish. Bottles, including black beers, string rim wines,
whirly salad oils, case gin and schnapps bottles were present in abundance, as
were fragments of ceramic tableware, some with the blue underglaze print of
‘Asiatic Pheasant’ identified (Figure 41, Figure 42). All of these items date to
the latter half of the 19th century and through to the early 20th century.
Modern items were also mixed through the debris including coca cola bottles,
machine made screw top jars and plastic bottles. Although many of these items
could possibly relate to the occupation of the site during the 19th century by
the Churchouse family, it is not clear when they were deposited.
Communications with Rachel Ford of Auckland Council determined that at the
time of the last survey of the area (Robinson & Ford 2008 in: Brassey 2010),
no historic rubbish was identified. This, together with the mixture of modern
rubbish suggests that the material has been dumped here more recently and is
therefore not historically ‘in situ’.
At the request of Watercare, no subsurface testing was undertaken within the
park. No other sites were identified within the remainder of the park.

Patches of historic/modern rubbish
R10/1188
R10/1187

R10/818

Figure 35. Aerial shows proposed alignment and excavation areas (marked in red), proposed site works area
and access road (marked in blue), in relation to the recorded archaeological sites and areas of historic and
modern mixed rubbish. Location of original farmhouse marked with star. Aerial source: Auckland Council
GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED

Figure 36. PAUP Sites of Value to Mana Whenua overlay at northern end of Wainoni Park. Source:
Auckland Council PAUP GIS 2014

Figure 37.
Looking northnorth-west over
proposed
location of
earthworks
within Wainoni
Park North

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 38.
Looking west
towards site
R10/1187

Figure 39. Closeup of section of
R10/1187

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 40.
Looking over site
R10/1188
(bottom right
corner)

Figure 41.
Historic and
modern rubbish
strewn over
coastal mudflats
around northern
end of Wainoni
Park
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 42.
Historic and
modern rubbish
strewn over
coastal mudflats
around northern
end of Wainoni
Park

North Shore
Memorial
Park

The proposed alignment is directionally drilled beneath Te Wharau Creek and
surfaces just north of the vegetated area within North Shore Memorial Park.
An HDD pit and line valves will be installed at this point. The remainder of
the alignment is proposed to be open cut along the alignment of a future access
road and then along the alignment of the existing sealed cemetery road.
There are currently three recorded archaeological sites located within the
general vicinity of proposed works at North Shore Memorial Park. The sites all
comprise coastal shell midden deposits (R10/817, R10/1181 and
R10/1182). All of the sites are located within the heavily vegetated area along
the southern boundary of the cemetery property (Figure 43). The sites are all
recognised as being Sites and Places of Value to Mana Whenua within the
PAUP (Figure 44).
R10/817 comprises a small but dense deposit of shell midden located on the
south-facing foreshore bank. Only cockle was identified. The site is actively
eroding onto the foreshore and does not appear to continue further inland
(Figure 45).
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
North Shore
Memorial
Park,
continued

Site R10/1181 comprises a patch of shell midden actively eroding down the
moderate to steeply sloping north facing foreshore bank, opposite R10/817
(Figure 46). Shell is evident spread over an area of c.3m with no intact lens
identified. Again, only cockle was identified with occasional pieces of
charcoal.
Site R10/1182 is spread in patches along much of the extent of the small bay
(c.50m; Figure 47 and Figure 48). The midden deposits comprise primarily
cockle with some oyster also identified. One of the deposits is particularly
ashy.
All of the recorded sites are located away from the proposed alignment and will
not be affected.
Subsurface testing undertaken along the proposed alignment within the
currently undeveloped section of the cemetery did not identify any further
archaeological or historic heritage remains. Test pits showed a c.15cm thick
layer of pale grey brown mixed soil overlying the sterile clay subsoil (Figure
44, Figure 49).
No archaeological or historic heritage remains were identified within the area
of proposed works at North Shore Memorial Park.

R10/1181
R10/817

R10/1182

Figure 43. Aerial shows proposed alignment and excavation areas (open trenching marked in red, directional
drilling marked in blue), in relation to the recorded archaeological sites. Aerial source: Auckland Council
GIS 2014
Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED

Figure 44. PAUP Sites of Value to Mana Whenua overlay at south-western corner of the North Shore
Memorial Park in relation to test pits undertaken (marked with stars). Source: Auckland Council PAUP GIS
2014

Figure 45. Site
R10/817

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 46. Site
R10/1181

Figure 47. Part
of site R10/1182

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 48. Part
of site R10/1182

Figure 49.
Typical test pit
undertaken
within North
Shore Memorial
Park property

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
North Shore
Memorial
Park to
Piermark
Drive

Upon exiting from the North Shore Memorial Park, the proposed alignment
follows down existing sealed road alignments, crossing the inland section of a
remaining bush block into the North Shore Golf Club. The alignment is
proposed to be open cut through the Golf Club property, along sealed Appleby
Road (Figure 50), along John Glenn Avenue and across Albany Highway. The
alignment then continues between industrial buildings to Piermark Drive
(Figure 51) – a heavily developed commercial/industrial through road.
Inspection of the alignment through the Golf Club did not identify any
archaeological or historic heritage remains. The area has been extensively
modified for the development of the Golf Club and exposed soils generally
comprised clay subsoils with a thin topsoil layer (Figure 52).
No archaeological or historic heritage remains were identified within the
proposed area of works North Shore Memorial Park to Piermark Drive.

Figure 50.
Looking southwest down
Appleby Road

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 51.
Looking east
along Piermark
Drive

Figure 52.
Exposed clay
soils within
North Shore Golf
Club property
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Rosedale Park
to Rosedale
WWTP

The proposed alignment runs from the western edge of Rosedale Park (behind
industrial and commercial buildings along Bush Road), through an area
currently in pasture and utilised by the local pony club (Figure 53). The
alignment then continues in an easterly direction, crossing Alexandra stream
that runs through the Park (Figure 54) and following the existing formed road
alignment to the Rosedale WWTP (Figure 55). These works are proposed to
be open cut with the alignment directionally drilled beneath Alexandra stream.
Much of the area had been previously modified through formation of the
WWTP and the park, as was evidenced through exposed clay soils and results
of testing that showed only a very thin topsoil layer – especially east of the
stream alignment (Figure 56). Visual survey and subsurface testing did not
identify any archaeological or historic heritage remains within the proposed
alignment through Rosedale Park.

Figure 53.
Looking south
over western
edge of Rosedale
Park

Continued on next page
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 54.
Location of
proposed stream
crossing within
Rosedale Park
(to be
directionally
drilled)

Figure 55.
Looking southeast over
proposed
alignment within
Rosedale Park
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FIELD SURVEY, CONTINUED
Figure 56
Exposed clay
soils within
Rosedale Park
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary of
Results

The review of historic heritage databases identified seven archaeological and
seven historic heritage sites recorded within c.100m of the proposed Northern
Interceptor Phase 1 alignment from Hobsonville pump station to the Rosedale
WWTP. The archaeological sites all comprise shell midden deposits related to
pre-European Maori settlement of the Lucas Creek area and are located around
the northern end of Wainoni Park and the southern coastal edge of North
Shore Memorial Park. The historic heritage sites comprise mainly existing
buildings located at Rahui Reserve and Greenhithe Road, as well as the
remains of Greenhithe Wharf. None of the recorded sites will be affected by
the proposed alignment, and no new sites were identified during the field
survey.

Maori Cultural This is an assessment of effects on archaeological values and does not include
Values
an assessment of effects on Maori cultural values. Such assessments should
only be made by the tangata whenua. Maori cultural concerns may encompass
a wider range of values than those associated with archaeological sites.
The historical association of the general area with the tangata whenua is
evident from the recorded sites, traditional histories and known Maori place
names.
Consultation has been undertaken with various iwi groups with interests in the
project, including: Te Kawerau Iwi Authority and Ngati Manuhiri Settlement
Trust. Sections of the current assessment(Wainoni Park and North Shore
Memorial Park) were undertaken with Ngati Manuhiri representative Fiona
McKenzie. Communications concerning the assessment have also been
ongoing between Watercare and other affected iwi groups.

Survey
Limitations

It should be noted that archaeological survey techniques (based on visual
inspection and minor sub-surface testing) cannot necessarily identify all subsurface archaeological features, or detect wahi tapu and other sites of
traditional significance to Maori, especially where these have no physical
remains.
Continued on next page
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS, CONTINUED
Archaeological
Value and
Significance

The general Hobsonville and Greenhithe areas are considered to have
considerable archaeological significance based on the sites remaining that
relate to both pre-European Maori and early European settlement of the areas.
The Albany and Rosedale areas have less archaeological significance as
relatively few sites have previously been recorded within these areas.
The proposed alignment passes within close proximity to sites related to all
periods of occupation of the area; however no sites have been identified within
the immediate area of works. While historic rubbish remains were identified
within the proposed area of works at the northern end of Wainoni, these do not
appear to be historically in situ and are therefore not considered to be an
archaeological site.
The proposed area of works therefore has no known archaeological value or
significance.

Effects of
Proposal

The current proposal will have no known effects on archaeological or historic
heritage values as no sites have been identified within the areas of works for
the proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1 alignment. The proposed works do
however involve open trenching within the vicinity of recorded heritage
buildings at Rahui Reserve and Greenhithe Road. A vibration report prepared
by Tonkin & Taylor (2014) has assessed that works within these areas will be
of low vibration risk with ‘no risk to structures’ (Tonkin & Taylor 2014:17-18).
However, in any area where archaeological sites have been recorded in the
general vicinity it is possible that unrecorded subsurface remains may be
exposed during development. It is considered possible that unrecorded
subsurface archaeological sites may be exposed during development,
particularly within coastal areas, i.e. Rahui Reserve, Wainoni Park and North
Shore Memorial Park. If so, any previously unidentified remains are likely to
be similar to those previously identified within the general area, namely coastal
shell midden deposits or historic period remains.
If any archaeological remains should be exposed once construction was
underway it would not be possible to avoid them due to the engineering
requirements of the project.
Archaeological features and remains can take the form of burnt and fire
cracked stones, charcoal, rubbish heaps including shell, bone and/or 19th
century glass and crockery, ditches, banks, pits, old building foundations,
artefacts of Maori and early European origin or human burials.
Continued on next page
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS, CONTINUED
Resource
Management
Act 1991
Requirements

Section 6 of the RMA recognises as matters of national importance: ‘the
relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga’ (S6(e)); and ‘the protection
of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development’
(S6(f)).
All persons exercising functions and powers under the RMA are required under
Section 6 to recognise and provide for these matters of national importance
when ‘managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical
resources’. Archaeological and other historic heritage sites are resources that
should be sustainably managed by ‘Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any
adverse effects of activities on the environment’ (Section 5(2)(c)).
Historic heritage is defined (S2) as ‘those natural and physical resources that
contribute to an understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and
cultures, deriving from any of the following qualities: (i) archaeological; (ii)
architectural; (iii) cultural; (iv) historic; (v) scientific; (vi) technological’.
Historic heritage includes: ‘(i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; (ii)
archaeological sites; (iii) sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu;
(iv) surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources’.
Regional, district and local plans contain sections that help to identify, protect
and manage archaeological and other heritage sites. The plans are prepared
under the rules of the RMA. The Auckland Council District Plan – Operative
North Shore Section 2002 and the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (notified
2013) are relevant to the proposed activity.
There are currently four archaeological sites (R10/817, R10/1181 and
R10/1182, R10/1187) scheduled as Sites and Places of Value to Mana Whenua
within the PAUP (Appendix 4: 1978, 3211, 3212, 3217). The recorded extents
of these sites will not be affected by the proposed works. The works do
however fall within the PAUP mana whenua overlay buffers for these sites at
both Wainoni Park and North Shore Memorial Park.
In addition, the ‘Old Greenhithe School’ building (CHI 12928) and Collins
House (CHI 12936) are scheduled within the Operative Plan (Map 17: 5, 18)
and within the PAUP (Appendix 9: 842, 852) as Category B Historic Heritage
Places. The Tauhinu Scout Den at Rahui Reserve is also scheduled as a
Category B building within the Operative Plan (Map 17: 504). At Hobsonville
Duke House, (CHI 3507) is scheduled in the PAUP (Appendix 9: 130).
None of these sites will be affected as a result of the current proposed works,
but as the works are within 50m of the defined extents of place of the Old
Greenhithe School, Collins House and Duke House, consent may be required
under the PAUP rules.
Continued on next page
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS, CONTINUED
Resource
Management
Act 1991
Requirements,
continued

This assessment has established that the proposed activity will not affect any
known archaeological or built heritage remains, but has the potential to affect
unidentified subsurface archaeological remains that may be exposed during
development. If resource consent is granted, it is recommended that a
requirement for monitoring of works within Wainoni Park North, Rahui
Reserve and the southern section of works at North Shore Memorial Park is
included as a condition and that an Accidental Discovery Protocol is adopted
for the remainder of works required for the project. It is also recommended
that an advice note regarding the provisions of the HNZPTA is included.

Heritage New
Zealand
Pouhere
Taonga Act
2014
Requirements

In addition to any requirements under the RMA, the HNZPTA protects all
archaeological sites whether recorded or not, and they may not be damaged or
destroyed unless an Authority to modify an archaeological site has been issued
by Heritage NZ (Section 42).
An archaeological site is defined by the HNZPTA Section 6 as follows:
‘archaeological site means, subject to section 42(3), –
(a) any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or
part of a building or structure) that –
(i) was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is
the site of the wreck of any vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900;
and
(ii) provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological
methods, evidence relating to the history of New Zealand; and
(b) includes a site for which a declaration is made under section 43(1)’3
Authorities to modify archaeological sites can be applied for either in respect
to archaeological sites within a specified area of land (Section 44(a)), or to
modify a specific archaeological site where the effects will be no more than
minor (Section 44(b)), or for the purpose of conducting a scientific
investigation (Section 44(c)). Applications that relate to sites of Maori interest
require consultation with (and in the case of scientific investigations the
consent of) the appropriate iwi or hapu and are subject to the
recommendations of the Maori Heritage Council of Heritage NZ.
Continued on next page

3

Under Section 42(3) an Authority is not required to permit work on a pre-1900 building unless the building is to be
demolished. Under Section 43(1) a place post-dating 1900 (including the site of a wreck that occurred after 1900) that
could provide ‘significant evidence relating to the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand’ can be declared by
Heritage NZ to be an archaeological site.
Clough & Associates Ltd.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS, CONTINUED
Heritage New
Zealand
Pouhere
Taonga Act
2014
Requirements,
continued

In addition, an application may be made to carry out an exploratory
investigation of any site or locality under Section 56, to confirm the presence,
extent and nature of a site or suspected site.
While no known archaeological sites will be affected by the proposed works, it
is possible that unidentified subsurface archaeological remains may be exposed
during development.
In order to avoid any delays should unidentified subsurface features be exposed
by the proposed works, consideration could be given to applying for an
authority under Section 44(a) of the HNZPTA to cover all works undertaken
for this project, as a precaution. This should be obtained before any earthworks
are carried out. The conditions of the authority are likely to include
archaeological monitoring of preliminary earthworks in specified areas, and
procedures for recording any archaeological evidence before it is modified or
destroyed.

Conclusions

Clough & Associates Ltd.

Seven archaeological and seven other historic heritage sites have previously
been recorded within c.100m of the proposed Northern Interceptor Phase 1
alignment. The recorded extents of these sites will not be affected as a result of
the proposed works. However, there is some potential for previously
unrecorded archaeological remains to be uncovered during works, particularly
within the coastal areas including: Rahui Reserve, Wainoni Park North and the
southern edge of North Shore Memorial Park. Due to this potential it is
recommended that an Authority under the HNZPTA is sought prior to the start
of works, and that works within these areas are monitored by an archaeologist
to establish whether subsurface remains are present.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is
Recommended:

Clough & Associates Ltd.



That the detailed development plans take account of the locations of the
recorded archaeological sites, and ensure that they are avoided.



That the recorded midden site R10/1187 in the vicinity of proposed
earthworks in Wainoni Park is temporarily marked out or fenced off prior
to the start of earthworks to protect it from accidental damage from
heavy machinery.



That if any of the recorded sites cannot be avoided, an Authority must be
applied for under Section 44(a) of the HNZPTA and granted by Heritage
NZ prior to the start of any works that will affect them. (Note that this is
a legal requirement).



That because it is possible that subsurface archaeological remains may
be exposed during development, an Authority should be applied for
under Section 44(a) of the HNZPTA as a precaution prior to the start of
earthworks. This would establish appropriate procedures for the
management of any archaeological remains discovered, reducing the
potential for delays during the development process.



That earthworks at Rahui Reserve, Wainoni Park North and the southern
end of works at the North Shore Memorial Park should be monitored by
an archaeologist to establish whether any unrecorded subsurface remains
are present.



That in the event of koiwi tangata (human remains) being uncovered,
work should cease immediately in the vicinity of the remains and tangata
whenua, the Heritage NZ, NZ Police and Council should be contacted so
that appropriate arrangements can be made.



That since archaeological survey cannot always detect sites of traditional
significance to Maori, such as wahi tapu, the tangata whenua should be
consulted regarding the possible existence of such sites along the length
of the proposed alignment.
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APPENDIX A: WORKS PLANS
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APPENDIX B: NZAA AND CHI SITE RECORD FORMS
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